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From The Editor –
It is January 26 as I write this letter, and I am
astounded that January is almost gone.
Already we have had 3 significant snows and
we are just approaching February. However,
one of my sweet office cats must think spring
has arrived as I found my first present – a baby
snake delivered to our door – of the year. How
Sweet…..
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quote the other day and thought I would share
it with you:
“Cats can work out mathematically the exact
place to sit that will cause the most
inconvenience.” Pam Brown Runti, here at our
office, has decided that the computer keyboard
is just perfect for that purpose.

Finally, in spite of the busy month, we have
finally completed a new price list for you.
Well on to the latest issue of ‘Bear in Mind’ Watch your mailbox for its’ arrival.
and several interesting articles for you. We
wish to point out our NEW lace set which is Happy Valentine to all our beloved customers
again photographed here. Our customers are and fans. We so appreciate your business and
loving its’ versatility and ability with which to support, and look forward to delivering a
mix and match. Also, a reminder for all of you GREAT EASTER product to you and your
lovers of our fabulous Bearissima Swiss customers.
Batiste, that it is now available in Aqualine
Blue. We now have Aqualine Blue in Dotted Happy Stitching,
Swiss, Swiss Voile, Baby Dimity, Swiss
Flannel, Organdy and both Bearissima and
Bearissima II. WOW!

Sheila

Dear Mollie is busy as a beaver sewing for her
lil Halle. In Part II this month she has completed
the snuggie pants and reversible jacket.
Thanks so much Mollie. And as an aside, I am
sharing an alternative use of the same trim.
Just something I toyed with one day and
Voila!!!
Most of you know all of us here at Bear
Threads are animal lovers, especially cats and
bears (the stuffed variety!). I ran across this

See our new lace set

Mollie’s Continuing New Year Resolutions
for sewing projects… (Part 2)

Test your knowledge
of sewing history
Hint: Most answers can be found in previous issues of

Bear In Mind
“By the year 1900, how many sewing machines were
being produced all over the world?”
A) 100,000 machines
B) 30,000 machines
C) 2 million machines
Find the answer later in this issue

Christmas in Denver was fabulous as was my time with my
granddaughter, Halle. In the first part of this article
(January 2018, Bear in Mind), I showed the Bear Threads’
embroidered insertion and pale yellow Swiss cotton flannel
that I decided to pair with yellow pique from my stash to
make a reversible hooded baby coat and footed pants (Kari
Mecca’s Hooded Baby Coat and Pants pattern). The earlier
article discussed the importance of determining how the
pattern would have to be modified to make the pants and
jacket truly reversible and to determine construction
adjustments prior to cutting the fabric.
During and after our January sewing in the North Carolina
mountains trip, the construction process began in earnest.
I began by sewing the pants following the directions. This
meant sewing the front and back seams of both the flannel
and pique pieces, then the side seams and inner leg seams.
I did not put elastic in the pant legs as I intended to make
the casing after the fact. I embellished the bottom of all 4
feet (2 pique and 2 flannel side) with one of the embroidery
“medallions’ to add a pop of color and whimsy to Halle’s
footed pants. The feet pieces were then sewn onto each
leg and all the seams were pressed. The top of the pants
and the “lining” were cut down approximately one inch as I
decide to modify the elastic waist to make it less bulky. The
right sides of the pants were nested into each other and the
waist was sewn together leaving a small area to turn the
two pieces. After pulling the pique side out all the seams
were again pressed as was the waist (pre-elastic, Photo 1).

Photo 1

beveled curve would not work, so I altered the pattern to
delete that curve. I sewed the right sides of the flannel and
pique hood along the front brim. I then ironed them open
with the seam facing the pique side of the fabric. I had
trimmed the embroidered edging to outside edge of the
entredeux. I cut two pieces of equal length and centered
them identically on either side of the “brim” seam of the
hood. Using a straight stitch, the two pieces were sewn
along both sides of the entredeux (Photo 4). I completed
the reversible hood according to the directions and set it
aside as I had initially thought the hood would be attached
at the very end. As I learned during construction,
completion of the jacket was an ever changing endeavor.

Photo 2 is the pants just before the elastic is added to the waist.

I then directed my attention to the jacket. With the right
sides together, I stitched the sleeves to the coat front and
back pieces as directed by the pattern (Photo 3A – pink
lines).

Photo 4

Photo 3

The same was done for the pique side of the jacket. The
seams were pressed towards the back, the curve seams
clipped, and they were then set aside. I had initially cut the
flannel and pique hood pieces as directed by the pattern
which included a beveled curve at the center front. As I laid
out the pieces and the embroidered trim I realized the

To make my hooded jacket truly reversible, the pattern’s
directions were no longer completely followed. I took the
pique and flannel jacket pieces that had been previously
sewn and placed them together right sides facing each
other. I then sewed the flannel and pique sleeve edges
together for both sleeves (Photo 3A – blue line). I pressed
the seams open and clipped the curves. Both sides of the
coat were now connected at the sleeve edges. I then sewed
the side seam and under arm for pique and flannel sleeves
attached via the sleeve edge (Photo 3B). I pressed the
seam, clipped curves, and nested the sleeve inside on that
one side before I tackled the other arm’s sleeve. Once both
sides were done, my coat was now reversible but of course
a lot of seams were still not addressed. The front seam of
the flannel and pique sides were then sewn from the neck
to about 2 inches from the side seam (Photo 3C – green
line). My coat now had an opening at the neck and part of
the bottom only. The hood was now inserted right sides to
the jacket. I basted this seem to insure I had the hood
attached correctly and it was truly reversible. It worked and
was sewn in place. I turned the jacket and hood into itself

and did the completed the bottom seam.
I left
approximately 3 inches open so I could turn the entire
jacket (Photo 3C – purple line). I am still deciding on the
closures to use for the jacket. Victoria does not want ribbon
ties as were used in the original pattern. This pattern is
beautiful. I made it more difficult by the fabrics selected
(all edges had to be treated to prevent future fraying). The
flannel side is light and airy and the pique side reminds me
more of winter.

ALTERNATE EDGE FINISHING
FOR REVERSIBLE GARMENT
When Mollie started talking about her plans for the reversible
snuggie suit and her interest in our Swiss Embroidery E-154,
my creative juices started flowing. I have always loved this
trim, which also comes in a combination of primary colors.
We have often used it as an insertion with gathered lace on
either side, but not as an edging. So I started playing and here
is what I have concluded:
The notebook sample photographed here is just that – my
doodling experiment, but I think with the instructions
following you will find this a really sweet alternative finishing
technique for a reversible garment. NOTE: Because this
technique is adding about an inch to the depth – the distance
from the forehead to the crown- you may need to adjust this
dimension when cutting the cap, according to the size of the
baby’s head.

Photo 5

Back to my pattern books as Victoria wants more outfits for
Halle!!!
Mollie Halle

Test your knowledge
of sewing history
Answer: C) Nearly 2 million sewing machines were
manufactured all over the world by the 1900s.

1) Seam the 2 colors of fabric together wrong sides together,
open and press. (Note: I used Appenzell Pink and Blue
Bearissima)
2) Trim the Swiss embroidery very carefully directly adjacent
to the scalloped entredeux holes. Fold the scalloped
embroidery wrong side in and finger press. The embroidered
entredeux holes are exactly mirrored so that you can match

the holes of either side perfectly. Pin at each ‘valley’ matching
that entredeux hole exactly with its’ mate from the other side.
3) Now pin each ‘valley’ to the edge seam where you have
sewn the 2 colors of batiste together.
4) You will now tack very loosely JUST IN THE BOTTOM
HOLE OF THE VALLEY. It is very important that the tacks
are loose enough to allow the folded embroidery to swivel
from side to side!
5) Finally you are ready to attached gathered baby lace to the
entredeux. It will be prettier, in this case, if you will use the
side by side method of attaching lace to entredeux and not
the wrong side to wrong side.

Valentine’s Day Around the World
In Bulgaria
February 14th Bulgarians celebrate St. Trifon Zarezan Day,
otherwise known as Winemakers Day. Couples therefore
tend to celebrate their love for one another with a glass or
two of some of the nation’s delicious wine.
In Romania
Celebrated on the 24th of February, Dragobete, also known
as “The day of the birds are betrothed”, is a mixture of
Valentine’s Day and a celebration of Spring. Girls and boys
head out to the forest to pick flowers, while others wash
their face in snow to bring health and happiness.
In South Korea
The romantic South Koreans celebrate love on the 14th of
every month – not just February! These days include May’s
Rose Day, June’s Kiss Day, December’s Hug Day and April’s
Black Day when singles congregate to console themselves
over Jajangmyeon – black noodles.
In Argentina
Argentines not only celebrate Valentine’s Day, they also set
aside an entire week during July to celebrate “Sweetness
Week” when kisses are exchanged for sweet treats.
Originally set up as a confectioners marketing campaign it
was quickly embraced by this passionate nation.

In France
Between the 12th and 14th of February, the aptly titled
6) Voila!!! On the ‘blue’ side the edge is scalloped with lace “Village of Love” (St. Valentin, France) transforms into the
and on the Appenzell Pink side the edge is straight and the epicenter of romance. Expect houses decked in roses, trees
scallop lies ON the Appenzell Pink.
covered in love notes, multiple marriage proposals and the
chance to plant your own lovers’ tree.
HAPPY STITCHING,
Sheila Nicol
In South Africa
Copyright 2018
Based on the ancient Roman festival of Lupercalia, young
women will pin the name of their crush to their sleeve for
all to see. Sometimes the subtle approach of an
anonymous card just doesn’t get the job done!

In Spain
For people in Valencia, Spain the most romantic day of the
year falls on October 9th, the Day of St. Dionysius, the
patron saint of love. To make this festive occasion, many
festivals and parades are held and traditionally men offer
their partner a Mocadora – marzipan figurines – as a token
of their love.

In China
Known as Qixi, the Chinese festival of love takes place on
the 7th day of the 7th month on the Chinese calendar. It
originated from the tragic tale of two star-crossed lovers,
who were forced apart due to their social status, yet were
allowed to reunite once a year. On these days singles
prepare fruit in the hope of future love, while couples pray
for prosperity.
In Estonia
On February 14th, friendship rather than romantic love is
In Czech Republic
celebrated during Sobrapaev, literally translated as
Although in recent years Valentine’s Day has become more “Friendship Day”. The same happens in Finland where the
popular, it is May 1st when Czech lovers traditionally celebration is known as Ystävän Päivä.
celebrate. Many couples make a pilgrimage to the statue
of poet Karel Hynek Mácha in Petrin Park, while a kiss In Japan
beneath the cherry blossoms is meant to bring good luck While in most nations it is the women that are spoiled on
for the coming year.
Valentine’s Day, in Japan it is the men that receive gifts of
chocolate. It is not until March 14th, known as White Day
In Wales
that men can choose to return the favor.
A nation famed for their passion, the Welsh celebrate love
on January 25th – St. Dwynwen’s Day. Intricately carved In Ghana
wooden spoons, known as lovespoons, are often Since 2007, February 14th has been known as National
exchanged between lovers in a tradition that dates from Chocolate Day in an attempt to boost tourism to one of the
world’s largest cocoa producing countries.
Special
the 16th Century.
chocolate themed menus, exhibitions and talks can be
found all around the country.
In Brazil
The day of lovers, Dia dos Namorados, is celebrated on June
12th. St. Anthony’s Day, the patron saint of marriage, is In The Philippines
celebrated the following day. Single women typically Valentine’s Day is a popular occasion for mass weddings
perform rituals, known as simpatias, in the hope that they where hundreds, sometimes even thousands, will tie the
knot in unison. These huge events are often sponsored by
will be next to marry.
the government as a form of public service.

Visit us on the web at www.bearthreadsltd.com
To place an order contact us at 404-255-5083 or 404-255-4001 fax
"Bear in Mind" articles are available on our website. Encourage your customers
to check out our website for information and inspiration.

